Abstract-Perceptual anchoring deals with the problem of creating and maintaining the connection between percepts and symbols that refer to the same physical object. When approaching long term use of an anchoring framework which must cope with large sets of data, it is challenging to both efficiently and accurately anchor objects. An approach to address this problem is through visual perception and computationally efficient binary visual features. In this paper, we present a novel hash table algorithm derived from summarized binary visual features. This algorithm is later contextualized in an anchoring framework. Advantages of the internal structure of proposed hash tables are presented, as well as improvements through the use of hierarchies structured by semantic knowledge. Through evaluation on a larger set of data, we show that our approach is appropriate for efficient bottom-up anchoring, and performance-wise comparable to recently presented search tree algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
A mobile robot equipped with vision sensors is used for keeping track of shelf storage of products and to assist customers in their search for products in a grocery store. In a typical grocery store, which has a range of several thousands of products, the challenge for the robot is not only to efficiently and accurately identify seen objects from thousands of products, but also to find correlation between seen objects and a semantic knowledge in order to be able to reason and talk about objects and assist customers. For the following scenario to be achieved one must address the problem of connecting recognized objects with semantic knowledge. In robotics this has been called the perceptual anchoring problem, that is, finding the correspondence between perceptions of physical objects and semantic knowledge, and maintaining this connection in time [1] . Object recognition is an important facet of the above scenario, however object recognition will only solve the problem of finding a given object in the image. Anchoring on the other hand will maintain a structure representing a specific instance of the object, other features of the object, such as its position in a global map, and the semantic descriptions which include the object label and eventual conceptual relations. Given that each anchored object must then be propagated in time there is a computational requirement in any anchoring scenario to achieve a fast matching between candidate objects and current anchors already stored in the system. Achieving a fast matching between an anchor's perceptual description and a database of stored anchors will enable a large scale anchoring where hundreds or even thousands of objects are present in a scenario. In this paper, we describe an approach for matching heterogeneous features of objects. The algorithm is first described for matching of binary visual features and then extended to include other perceptual features.
Object recognition through feature matching of vector-based local visual feature, such as SIFT [2] and SURF [3] , have successfully been used for over a decade. However, vectorbased features are computationally costly and can therefore become a bottleneck when used in an anchoring framework (especially when used for larger sets of data). As an alternative to vector-based visual feature, a number of more computationally efficient binary visual feature, such as BRIEF [4] , ORB [5] , BRISK [6] and FREAK [7] , have been proposed recently. Such approaches support fast brute force matching by calculating the Hamming distance between features, which for binary strings is equal to the number bits set to one in the result of XOR between two strings.
The contributions presented in this paper are twofold: 1) an algorithm based on hash tables derived from summarized binary visual features, described in Section III-A, and 2) contextualisation of this algorithm in an anchoring framework such that collections of perceptual descriptions are structured with joint semantic knowledge, described in Section III-B. We will also show that the proposed approach is comparable to state of the art search tree approach [8] for matching binary visual features, and provides for large scale anchoring of visual percepts, described in Section IV. Finally we will conclude and discuss proposed algorithm, described in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Perceptual anchoring presented by Coradeschi and Saffiotti in [1] has been defined in an attempt to address a subset of the symbol grounding applied to robotics and intelligent systems. The notion of perceptual anchoring has undergone several reformulations and refinements since its first definition. Some notable works in this regard include the addition of bottom-up and top-down anchoring [9] , extensions for multiagent systems [10] , considerations for non-traditional sensing modalities and knowledge based anchoring given full scale knowledge representation and reasoning systems [11] , [12] . Many of the experimental validations done in anchoring have considered "'toy"' problems in the laboratory, that is, a small set of objects in very controlled environments. A bottleneck of the system has often been the challenge of matching new objects (particularly those objects whose perceptual descriptions are given as binary features) to a larger database of existing objects or anchors.
In the literature and specifically in the object recognition community, the use of hash tables has been considered as the best practice for improving matching of binary visual features. Together with ORB algorithm [5] , authors also suggested Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [13] as a nearest neighbor search approach, where features were stored in different buckets over several hash tables. A common approach to speed-up matching when working with vector-based features (SIFT [2] and SURF [3] ) is the use of clustered search trees. However, clustered search trees, suitable for vector-based features, are not mutually applicable for binary features. To address this problem, the present work on a similar clustered search tree algorithm for binary visual features has been presented by Muja and Lowe in [8] , which was largely inspired by the GNAT algorithm [14] . This clustered search tree algorithm has proven to outperform traditional hashing techniques both in computational cost and memory storage, and thus, is a prominent competitor to our approach.
III. AN ALGORITHM FOR FAST MATCHING OF ANCHORS
Perceptual anchoring as defined by [15] has a number of functionalities which are used to create and maintain anchors that correspond to objects perceived by the robot. Given a symbolic system (including: a set X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . .} of individual symbols (variables and constants); a set P = {p 1 , p 2 , . . .} of predicate symbols) and a perceptual system (including: a set Π = {π 1 , π 2 , . . .} of percepts; a set Φ = {φ 1 , φ 2 , . . .} of attributes), an anchor is an internal data structure α(t), indexed by time t, which is able to create and maintain the correspondence between percepts and symbols that refers to the same physical objects.
The principle functionalities to create and maintain anchors in a bottom-up fashion, i.e. triggered by a perceptual event are:
• Acquire -initiates a new anchor whenever a percept is received which currently does not match any existing anchor. It takes a percept π, and return an anchor α defined at t and undefined elsewhere.
• Track -the track functionality takes an anchor α defined for t − k and extends its definition to t. Both of the above two functionalities require a matching process where a new candidate anchor is compared against a database or collection of anchors. The proposed algorithm and the contribution of this paper is limited to addressing this matching process in bottom-up anchoring. It is described first for binary visual features and then an extension to other binary features is presented. It is worth mention that top-down anchoring functionalities have also been described such as find, however, this is outside of the scope of the current work.
A. Matching using Perceptual Descriptions 1) Building Summarized Hash Tables:
Given a set of binary visual features, we create a 2-dimensional array which maintains a frequency count that represents how often a particular value occurs for each byte for the set of features. To exemplify, consider we are given a set of binary visual features of dimension n×l, where l is the number of bytes of each feature, e.g. 64, and n is the number of features in the set. The resulting 2-dimensional array, a, will have a dimension of p × l, where p is maximum value of a byte (e.g. 255), and l is the number of bytes for each feature. Fig. 1 graphically depicts the above example. The higher the stack in a given cell, the higher the frequency count. Further, the frequency count is a weighted frequency count depending on the size of n such that the larger the n the less significance will each individual byte have on the frequency occurrence. Thus the frequency occurrence is multiplied by 1/(l * n) for each cell. Algorithm 1 provides the pseudocode for creating the hash table. 
a ← SUMMARIZE(ci, l) 5: for j ← 0, p do 6:
if a j,k > 0 then 8: n ← size-of(c)
for i ← 0, n do 20: r ← create result array 3: for i ← 0, p do 4: for j ← 0, l do 5:
else 10: In this way, new features can compactly be represented and used for matching similar to binary visual features, according to Algorithm 2. We also suggest that an extension of the hash table should be weighted by w, 0.0 < w ≤ 1.0, so that the weight relates to the significance of the new feature relative to the binary visual features. The pseudocode for adding a set of binary features, b, is described in Algorithm 3. Consequently, a summarized set of binary features a which is to be matched, must be extended by the same weighted features before matching Algorithm 2 can be performed.
Algorithm 3 Adding Features to a Hash

B. Matching using Semantic and Perceptual Descriptions
Up to now we have described how to structure all the perceptual descriptions of a collection of anchors and to find a fast match between an unknown object to a previously stored anchor in the collection in order to perform one of the two anchoring functionalities, track and acquire. It is possible, however, in certain scenarios that additional semantic information is available which can contextualize the matching. For example, consider our supermarket robot knows that it is in the aisle containing pastas or coffees. In this case, it would be more efficient for the robot to search in the database of anchors which are semantically sharing the concept of pasta within their semantic descriptions.
Assuming that each anchor has an associated semantic category c, e.g. pasta, product, kitchen, etc., which may or may not be shared with other anchors in the total collection of anchors. In order to combine semantic and perceptual descriptions, we propose an internal data structure, β, including: a hash table H; a semantic category c common for all perceptual descriptions in hash table H. Based on Algorithm 1, an instance of structure β is created such that the hash table H of the instance encapsulates perceptual descriptions of all anchors with joint semantic category c. Further, Algorithm 2 alters and adapts the functionalities acquire and track such that:
• Acquire -initiates a new anchor whenever a percept is received which currently does not match any existing anchor. In case priori semantic information is given with regards to which percepts to consider, it takes a percept and match the percept against β with joint semantic category c which meets prior information. In case no priori information is given, it takes a percept π and match the percept against all existing β. If no matching percepts are found, initiates an anchor α defined at t and undefined elsewhere.
• Track -the track functionality takes an anchor α defined for t − k and extends its definition to t. It takes a percept π, match the percepts against all existing β, and extends definition of existing matching anchor α to t. Given grouping of anchors according to their semantic category, we further introduce a special type of structureβ. Instead of a hash table, H, this structure contains a collection of pointers to subordinate structures, β. This hierarchy of structures can semantically be considered as a is-a relation between a structureβ and a subordinate structures β. For example in the grocery store scenario, aβ refers to product and contains a collection of pointers, and subordinate structure β 1 refers to the anchors representing pasta objects pasta, β 2 refers to the anchors representing coffee, etc. Assuming that the anchors are sorted in this manner, it is also possible to exploit this structure in order to improve the matching process described in the following subsection.
C. Pre-matching with Semantic Categories
If the collection of anchors is sorted according to semantic categories and part of a hierarchy of structures, it is possible to perform a pre-matching in order to improve the overall matching performance. The pre-matching requires that for each hash table H in β there is an interval given by the min and max values of the stack of each cell H i,j , which can be calculated while building the hash table. Prior to matching against singular layers, H(m), these intervals can be used to determine a match rate for the entire hash table H. This is achieved by summarize the cells a i,j (from a summarized set of binary features a which is to be matched), which falls within the corresponding interval min (H i,j ) ≤ a i,j ≤ max(H i,j ) , as described in Algorithm 4. Table   1 : function PRE-MATCH (H, a, l) H -hash table a -summarized set of binary features 2: result ← 0.0 3:
Algorithm 4 Pre-matching against Hash
for j ← 0, l do In a hierarchy of structures, a structureβ performs a prematch in order to select subordinated structures for further matching at the anchor level. For example, structureβ performs a pre-match for subordinated structure β 1 in order to determine if further matching against hash table H of β 1 should be conducted.
IV. EVALUATION
The algorithm was implemented on top of the OpenCV 1 library. The dataset used was an artificially created set of anchors using a collection of 6,830 high resolution images of common products found in a typical (Swedish) grocery store. From those images a total of 6,115,062 binary visual features were extracted 2 , which were stored together with semantic information for each anchor.
A. Algorithm Performance using Perceptual Descriptions
Algorithm performance was tested with respect to growing collection of binary visual features and against the hierarchical clustering tree algorithm suggested by Muja and Lowe [8] (also implemented on top of the OpenCV library). As reference, the brute force algorithm was used (part of the OpenCV library), such that execution time was measured in relation to brute force for hardware independence. Training phase for the brute force algorithm in OpenCV is mainly a matter of organizing the sets of features for later access -which, as a result, is computationally efficient. Hence, performance for training (building the hash table and the search tree), was measured as speed-down in comparison to brute force, i.e. how much slower in comparison to brute force. Opposite, performance during matching was measured as speed-up, i.e. how much faster in comparison to brute force -which performance-wise is suffering of non additional training. Result of the evaluation of the performance is seen in Fig. 3 .
From the figure, in comparison to previously proposed search tree approach, the proposed hash tables are performance-wise better for matching collections in order of up to ∼ 500 percepts. While the proposed hash table approach is performance-wise better for training collections of any orders of magnitude. Nonetheless, it is the total execution time (combined training and matching), and especially total execution time for larger collections which is most significant in the context of perceptual anchoring where maintenance of both anchors and hash tables that encapsulate percepts of anchors is required. As shown in Fig. 3 (5. Hash Table -Total), the total execution time for proposed hash table approach is close to 100 times above the performance of the brute force algorithm.
B. Evaluation of Matching using a Hierarchy of Structures
From the total collection of anchors previously described, 128 instances of structure β were created such that each β encapsulates anchors with correlating semantic descriptions, e.g. an instance for all anchors associated with pasta. Also, a hierarchy of structures was created such that the root structurê β encapsulate all 128 subordinated structures with a joint semantic category c = {product}, as seen in Fig. 4 . Hierarchy of structures used for evaluation of the anchoring framework.
The evaluation was based on selected regions of interest from a query image, where each region encloses a percept of an object, see Fig. 5 . The objects were chosen such that objects 1 and 2 are previously observed and anchored percepts, while object 3 is previously unobserved.
1) Matching with the use of Pre-matching:
The main aspect of interest for this approach was improvements through the use of pre-matching. Initial experiments were carried out to determine the rate of improvement in performance by excluding structures β below different classification rates after pre-matching. For different classification rates, average computation time over 1, 000 random samples was measured in comparison to computation time of not excluding any structures -results seen in Fig. 6 .
As result of pre-matching, and for cover uncertainties, only structures β with a pre-matching rate above 90.0% were considered as positive candidates. In subsequent stage, matching against remaining structures β were running as parallel processes, resulting in an average matching time in this case of ∼ 0.10s on an HP laptop with Intel R Core i5 CPU of 1.80GHz and 8GB RAM. The result of the matching can be seen in Table I , which verify that object 1 and 2 has correctly been matched as pasta objects, while object 3 was given a false-positive match (though with lower match rate compared to object 1 and 2).
We should stress that structures β created from larger collections are statistically favored over structures created from smaller collections in the pre-matching stage, because such structures naturally covers more binary visual features. Therefore, pre-matching should mainly be used to exclude structures on a higher level to improve performance where no further semantic information is given. As will be shown in following evaluation, the performance will greatly improve through guidance of semantic information.
2) Matching of Extended Hash Tables and with use of Semantic Descriptions:
Together with the query percepts seen in Fig. 5 , the anchoring framework was also presented with the priori semantic information that it is anchors associated with pasta. Therefore, for this approach, only the structure β created with joint semantic category c = {paste} had to be considered. Hence, the majority of the total collection of anchors could be omitted. This resulted in the matching against 85 anchors instead of 6,830 anchors (reducing average matching time to ∼ 0.015s in this case). Until now, only binary visual features has been considered. To demonstrate improvements through feature extension of proposed hash tables, the n-pixel random sample technique was used, as used in previous work on perceptual anchoring [16] . Results of color extraction were described by one byte representing the dominant color of each object, and which was mapped into twelve classes of human readable colors (1. Red, 2. Green, 3. Yellow, 4. Blue, 5. Black, 6. White, 7. Pink, 8. Cyan, 9. Gray, 10. Orange, 11. Brown, 12. Purple). From those extracted color features, each hash table was extended through a set of binary features weighted by w = 0.1 -consequently, the value of a perfect match was also extended to 1.1.
The result of the matching, seen in Table II , verifies that object 1 and 2 have correctly been matched, while object 3 has been given a false-positive match opposite the results in Table I . From those results, we can further conclude that ambiguities could be resolved through a combination of matching with and without prior semantic information. For example, suppose that our robot in our supermarket scenario knows that it is in the aisle containing pastas but matches an object differently with semantic information pasta compared to matching without semantic information. In such case the robot could make the conclusion that it is either a new object or a misplaced object. Furthermore, in comparison with Table I , the results of the matching indicate that binary visual features complemented with additional features, e.g. color features, yields better results, improved by the value of weight w used for color features. V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper we have presented a hash table approach which is derived from summarized binary visual features. We have further presented an extension of the suggested approach such that the algorithm provides for efficient large scale matching of any kind of binary perceptual descriptions. The presented algorithm has been introduced as an extension of perceptual anchoring through structuring of anchors based on joint semantic categories, and hence, closing the gap between perceptual and semantic descriptions. Further, through a hierarchy of semantic categorized structures, a unique pre-matching approach of binary features has been presented. Reported work in this paper covers initial experiments on a large scale anchoring framework. Further experiments will be conducted in future work, especially experiments to determine at which rate falsepositive matched anchors can be distinguished from correctly matched anchors. Additional use of semantic knowledge and higher levels of structured hierarchies are other aspects that also needs further attention.
Finally, though the experiments presented in this paper used features extracted by FREAK, the algorithm presented in this paper can handle features extracted from any technique used for extracting binary visual features (BRIEF, BRISK, ORB, FREAK). 
